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Abstract. A country that increases its export price for a certain type of commodity 
wrll notice that its buyers will substitute this supplying country and this commodity 
for others. Heavy price fluctuations in the period 1972-1976 have enabled the estima- 
tion of these substitution processes. A multi-level import demand model as conceived 
by Armington is applied to 13 ESCAP countries, the USA and the rest of the world and 
5 SITC-commodity groups. Decomposition of the substitution elasticities over countries 
and over conrmodities gives partial information on some countries and some commodities. 
Estimates are given also for the longer period 1964-1976. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The system approach gains ground, also in inter- 
national demand theory. Various LINK systems pre- 
vail (Ball, 1973; Barten and d'Alcantara, 1976; 
Dramais, 1976; Plasmans, 1982; Sawyer, 1979; Wael- 
broeck, 1976). 
The crucial point is how equilibrium in the world 
economy can be modelled consistently in two stages. 
One of the possibilities is to assume that each 
country generates independently import demand and 
export prices from their own country model, with 
export volumes and import prices and prices of 
competitors as inputs. In such a framework it is a 
natural choice to apply a demand system to import 
demands without introducing internal domestic 
factors. An impressive list of demand systems is 
available (Barten (1977)). We restrict ourselves 
to a special case, viz. the m-stage CES utility 
function. This function has been analyzed by Brown 
and Heien (1972) and Keller (1976). In interna- 
tional demand a two stage utility function, the 
second level being of the CES type, has been 
introduced by Armington (1969a). Hiclanan and Lau 
(1973) leaned on Arnington's formulae but their 
empirical study on import demand referred to one 
level CES functions only. Klein and Peeterssen 
(1973) applied a LES system to world trade which 
is even a more special case. 
In this paper we will report the results of some 
investigations with two level CES functions. In 
section 2 we will review the main ideas of 
Armington (1969b). In section 3 we will apply 
the approach to UN data of some IS countries (13 
ESCAP countries, U.S.A. and the rest of the world) 
for the period 1972-1976 and the period 1964-1976. 
We estimate the respective price elasticities of 
substitution i.e. substituting one supplying coun- 
try by another and/or one connnodity by another. 
Clearly such estimates lean upon strong assump- 
tions. These and suggestions for possible relax- 
ations are discussed more extensively in Merkies 
and Steyn (1984). 
APMINGTON'S APPROACH 
The theory 
ties. Each of the n x m products is 
traded on its own market to which all n 
countries have access. Correspondingly 
there are n x m product prices. Arming- 
ton ignores the supply side of the mar- 
kets and treats prices as exogenous. The 
demand side reflects the results of n 
"individual" two stage optimization 
procedures. Each country j allocates its 
available exogenously given import 
budget over all commodities such that 
its welfare at the existing prices is at 
maximum and in the second stage the ex- 
penditures on each commodity k are 
optimally allocated over the various 
varieties that are produced. In addi- 
tion Armington makes four simplifying 
assumptions as to the form of the utility 
function. 
Assumption I (Independence). Country j's 
relative preference for one- product over 
another variety of the same commodity is 
independent of its preferences for other 
commodities. In technical terms j's welfare 
function is assumed to be separable over 
cormnodities. 
Assumption II (Homogeneity). Country j's 
welfare function is linearly homoneneous. 
This together with the assumed separability 
is according to German (1959) a sufficient 
condition for the results of one-stage and 
two-stage budgetting to coincide. 'T.le price 
indices for the commodities that are used in 
the first stage of a two-stage optimization 
procedure need in general further definition, 
but for the one-stage and two-stage procedures 
to coincide the price indices are already 
constrained to a specific form; they must 
be conjugate to the import demand functions, 
see e.g. Avriel (1976, p. 106). 
Assumption III. Price and income elasticities 
are constant, which implies a two-stage CES 
function. 
Assumption IV. The elasticity of substitution 
between any two commodities or any two products 
is equal. 
Armington's world consists of n countries each 
producing its own variety of m existing colmnodi- 
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The implications 
These four simplifying assumptions allow a simple 
consistent model of the various changes in trade 
shares due to price changes. From the first three 
assumptions it can be derived that j's demand for 
i's variety of product k is in logarithmic differ- 
ences 
T. = P - 0 (7. 
Jkl j j Jk 
Gj’ -‘J. fF. 
jk jki - Pjk’ (1) 
p. = the logarithmic difference of the trade 
Jkl volume bought by country j of product ki 
i.e. of that variety of commodity k that is 
produced by country i 
Y. 
Jki 
= the corresponding price (in logarithmic 
differences) 
Yj 
.-a- 
= Mj-Pj = is the given import budget of 
country j in constant prices (also in loga- 
rithmic differences as the sign * indicates) 
'j and 'jk 
are the substitutionelasticities of 
country j with respect to commodities and 
varieties (countries) respectively. 
The conjugate forms of the price indices are: 
P 
j 
= d In Pj = X a. d In P. = Z a. F. 
k Jk Jk k Jk Jk 
(2) 
F. 
Jk 
= d In P. 
Jk 
= Z a. . d In P. 
i Jkl Jki 
(3) 
Where yjk and Ujki are, respectively the share of 
commodity k in J'S import value and the share of 
variety i in the value of commodity k that is im- 
ported by j. 
Substitution of (2) and (3) into (I) gives the 
alternative form 
P 
jki 
=zi+zz 
rs 
gj ajr ajrs Fjrs + 
+ X(0. - a.)a. P. '; 
Jk 3 ~r‘s Jrs - 'jk -jrs 
(4) 
s 
from which the "uncompensated" price elasticities 
are easily derived. 
aXjki/?+jrs = oj ajr czjrs k # r (5) 
= 0. a. 
J ,r 'jrs 
+ (0. -o.)a. 
Jk _I ~rs 
k = r, i # s (6) 
= 0. Lx. 
J ,r ajrs 
+ (a. -a.)a. 
Jk J Jrs-'jk 
k=r, i=s (7) 
(7) gives the own price elasticity and (6) and (5) 
are the cross-price elasticities for price changes 
of other varieties of the same commodity and of 
varieties of other commodities respectively. 
From the theory above it is clear that all income 
elasticities for commodities as well as for varie- 
ties are equal to one. Hence changes in the general 
world trade level are assumed to have no effect 
on the allocation of imports provided the import 
budget restrictions are in real terms. Import 
growth creates income effects in the corresponding 
export countries. This may have multiplier effects 
within these economies. These effects remain out- 
side the scope of this paper. 
Peculiarities and extensions 
Arming& (1969b) intended to apply the ideas of 
the first paper. We believe that his illustration 
was not clear enough. In his application Armington 
redefined his commodity index i as a country index 
which did not affect any of the formulae but 
completely changed their content. In his first 
paper Armington's index i referred to "goods" and 
index j to "products" or "producing countries". 
In his second paper, which was restricted to 
manufactures only, index i referred to the import- 
ing country. The matter is obscured by his "n- 
specified use.of the term "market". First Arming- 
ton defined LT' - u-L,our,notatmn csjk h as "the 
elasticity of substltutlon in the It market". 
It concerns here the Farket for Ugccd" i. 
In his second paper o1 is again called "the 
elasticity of substitution in the ith market", 
so it may have escaped the reader that it now 
concerns the market for the buyers of the ith 
country. Substitution is correctly and explicitly 
mentioned as concerning substitution of manufac- 
tures produced by different countries. As in his 
second paper there is only one good - "manufac- 
tures" - no "good" index is needed and i cannot 
refer to "goods". 
The restriction to only one commodity needs no 
objection, in particular because Armington assumes 
~j - in our notation - equal to one, which is in 
lne with our findings. But by restricting himself 
to one ccnmodity only the gist is taken o"t of 
Armington's approach. There is in fact only a one- 
level CES function left and one is interested in 
the question how things would work out with more- 
level CES functions. This could technically be 
done by allowing a reallocation of import capaci- 
ties ~xj. In other words by allowing a third level 
on top of those considered in (I): 
x. 
J’- 
.=%o(Fj-&3jBjk-~j)-ojkfijki-Fjk) (8) 
Importbudgets will not be reallocated by changes 
in the pricelevel Pj,if o equals one. Then we 
are back in our prenous two-level CES. One may 
therefore consider our results as arising from 
the application of a three-stage CES-function 
where we have set (J exogenously at one to reflect 
our assumption of exogenous import capacities. 
To give an impression of the validity of this 
assumption: the estimation in a three-stage CES 
of type (8) applied to ESCAP-countries for the 
period 1972-1976 amounts to G = 1.7; hence world 
trade is affected considerably if import budgets 
are allowed-to adjust. The question remains how 
the result o = 1.7 can be explained. The answer 
to this question requires in our view the intro- 
duction of supply and domestic multiplierprocesses 
which are beyond the scope of this study. 
APPLICATION TO ESCAP COUNTRIES 
Data 
We have applied the theory to the same trade flow 
data for 1964-1976 as used by Parikh (1984). The 
trade flow matrices are export data treated and 
completed by the UN-secretariat in Bangkck and 
refer to SITC groups and countries given in the 
tables I and 3. 
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TABLE I SITC cormnodity groups used therefore1 1 ‘j2] 
SITC group referring to 
0+1 
2+4 
3 
5+6+8+9 
7 
Food and live animals, beverages-and 
tobaccos; 
Crude materials, edible, except 
fuels, and animal and vegetable oils 
and fats; 
Mineral fuels, lubricants and re- 
lated materials; 
Chemicals, manufactures, foods 
classified mainly by material, 
miscellaneous manufactured articles, 
commodities and transactions not 
classified according to kind; 
Machinery and transport equipment. 
We have divided the period 1964-1976 into three 
subperiods of 4 years and considered changes over 
those four-year periods as well as over the 12- 
year period as a whole. Hence our data set contains 
threeblocks of incremental trade flow data of order 
15x15x 5 (fifteen countries, 5 SITC-groups). Data 
on exportprices were also collected and completed 
by procedures within the UN-secretariat. These 
price indices refer to the various SITC-groups 
considered (Pki) but ware not decomposed over 
importing countries (Pjki). To match the trade 
flow data blocks we introduced the assumption 
P.ki = Pki, for all j # i. This assumption implies 
?l t at c.i.f.-f.o.b. margins are neglected and no 
price discriminiation is admitted, From these 
price data price indices Pjk and Pj are con- 
structed according tO (3) and (2). 
The statistical specification 
TO apply the theory we added an error term E’ki 
to (I), which accounts for imperfections of 2 0th 
data and specification as well as for the in- 
completeness of the description. The estimation 
involves two problems. The first concerns the 
properties to be attributed to the error term; the 
second deals with the impossibility to compute 
logarithmic differences of zero flows. 
We attach t0 Ejki the usual properties of normal- 
ity, zero expectation and mutual independency. We 
also assume Ejki to be independent from the ex- 
planatory variables implying that import demand is 
assumed to be more stable than supply. The vari- 
ance of Ejki needs more attention. Are errors 
additive or multiplicative? An assumption of 
homoscedasticity would stress the importance 
of the greater flows. Proportionality favours the 
smaller countries. Some preliminary computations 
showed that prudence is at order here. 
As we will sea the problem of heteroskedasticity 
interferes with our second problem. A straight- 
forward application of (I) is prevented by the 
presence of zero trade flows in the base year. 
To enable computation we have multiplied both 
sides Of the equation by Mjki of the base year 
thus introducing at the same time specific 
heteroskedasticity. Our estimation formula becomes 
(Ejki-Fjki)Mto-($-?j)M;t)i tO = o.(?.-y. )M. 
J 3 Jk Jki + 
+ “jknjk-?jki)M;ki +‘I. 
]ki 
with o. = 0 
J I 
for all j 
“jk = ‘? for all j and k 
11. 
Jkl 
- N(0,02) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
sjki (13) 
Armington’s assumption IV is done justice with 
(IO) and (II). 
As our solution to the zero trade flow problem has 
evoked a particular stand with respect to the 
degree of heteroscedasticity of Ejki, we felt 
bound to apply some tests on heteroscedasticity 
to verify the validity of our assumptions. Need- 
less to add that failure on this point only af- 
fects the efficiency of the estimates not their 
expectation. 
Before we give the estimates it-may be wise to 
indicate that for either Pjk = Pj (the case Of 
composite cormnodity theorem) or CI~ = 0 
specification (I) simplifies to Hick’s and Lau’s 
(1973) specification. 
The main results; model A and model B 
Specification (9) with (IO) and (II) is called 
model A. Estimation of this model for the various 
periods leads to the results given in table 3. 
TABLE 2 Estimates of substitutionelasticities, 
model A 
$1 a2 
R2 L?J r(o^l,a^2) 0 
3 
P 
A 7.95 
(0.23)lJ ,,:?, 
.53 17057.13 -.26 316 
B I .41 -1.21 .32 2618.40 -.25 6.3 
(0.06) (0.15) 
C .90 2.01 .89 14212.41 .05 27.5 
C.01) (0.05) 
D .80 1.39 .26 290.97 .04 10.8 
(0.20) (0.04) 
1) 
21 
Standard errors are between brackets 
Lagrange multipliertest with critical 95% 
31 
value 5.99 
Standarddeviation of relative price changes 
per year 
A = period 1964-1968 
B = period 1968-1972 ’ 
C = period 1972-1976 
D = period 1964-1976 -_-- ~~~~---~~~---~--~~--------~---~~--~~---~~~-~~ 
The period 1972-1976 shows the most satisfactory 
results. Our prior ideas - a substitution 
elasticity between commodity groups of approxi- 
mately unity and betweenvarietiesof approximately 
two - are confirmed. Intuitively we expected the 
elasticity between the broad commodity groups to 
be the lowest. The estimates of the two elastici- 
ties are rather independent for this period, their 
correlation r(ol,a2) amounts to .05 only. Notice 
that inference is made possible due to the heavy 
price fluctuations in-this_ period. We computed the 
standarddeviation of Pjk-Pj tO be 164.4 per cent 
or 27.5 per cent per year. Substitution in the 
trade patterns stemming from these heavy price 
fluctuations dominated over other changes, allow- 
ing us to estimate the strength of the substitut- 
ion process. 
The price changes of these latter years helped to 
lift the average fluctuation over the whole period 
to a considerable figure of 10.8% if measured by 
the standarddeviation. These fluctuations were 
still heavy enough to leave the substitution 
process for the period 1964-1976 discernable, 
although the R2 of the relation shrank to a 
meagre . 26 pushing standard errors consequently 
to high figures. The estimates 51 and 82 remain 
close to one and two respectively, although less 
convincingly than in the most recent period. 
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Earlier other factors have clearly interfered with 
the substitution process and generated slightly 
lower values for “1 and 62. 
It is clear from table 3 that as soon as the.price 
fluctuations become negligible the substitution 
process is drowned in other reallocations. For the 
earlier periods negative coefficients appear even 
where the R2 is not too bad. It is clearly multi- 
collinearity that is crossing. 
Our assumption on homoskedasticity was tested with 
a Lagrange multiplier test (the critical 95% value 
of which amounts to 5.99 with two degrees of free- 
dom) and clearly rejected. It stresses the diffi- 
culty of the varying size of the countries. But 
although it affected the efficiency of the esti- 
mates it hardly spoiled the results for 1972-1976. 
As only a proper framework reflects the real sub- 
stitution process,inferencing in further detail is 
a hazardous enterprise. Nevertheless some useful 
results show up. 
Table 3 shows the results of “model B” where (9) 
is estimated without (IO) and (II); in other words 
if assumption IV of Armington is dropped in favour 
of the assumption that the substitutionelasticities 
may differ. It is remarkable that the elasticities 
of substitution between commodities are all ap- 
proximately equal to one except for the value for 
Iran. The substitution elasticities between varie- 
ties appear to be in a rather “arrow interval 
around two except for those of Indonesia, Iran and 
Australia. The negative value of zjk for Indonesia 
may indicate that for this country supply factors 
were dominant. 
them a demand analysis is less proper. Korea has 
gone through a period of extreme growth. where 
other factors than price were dominant. The result 
for Hong Kong remains to be explained. Apart from 
these four we observe high elasticities of sub- 
stitution among varieties for the Philippines and 
the U.S.A. The latter may have a real content as 
the trade relations of the U.S.A. with Asia were 
not (yet) traditional. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
As show” above Armington’s approach is very well 
applicable eve” without introducing supply 
considerations. Hence such a” approach can help 
to obtain a” estimate of the trade effects of 
an increase in oil prices. It may also help to 
extend the constant share analysis (Learner and 
Stern, 1970). Such elaborations are give” in 
Merkies and Steijn (1984). 
TABLE 3 Elasticities of substitution per country, model B 
______________________________________________~___~~~__~~~~~_~~~_~__~~~~___~_~~__~~~____________________ 
1972-1976 1964-1976 
Country 
I. Hong Kong 
2. India 
3. Indonesia 
4. Iran 
5. Korea 
6. Malaysia 
7. Pakistan 
8. Phillippines 
9. Singapore 
10. Thailand 
1 I. Japan 
12. Australia 
13. New Zealand 
14. U.S.A. 
15. Others 
cj 6 
9 
0.48 (Z) 
0.71 $Y) 
0.07 -0.1 
(1.3) 
0.45 -I 2.1 
(1.6) 
0.81 - 3.7 
(I .2) 
0.58 (IZ 
0.30 &i) 
0.58 (X) 
0.89 (Z) 
0.73 $: :, 
0.95 (Z) 
0.27 (CZ) 
0.75 (Z) 
0.96 (Z) 
0.84 
a 
3 
12.4 
(2.7) 
(Z) 
17.9 
(3.2) 
47.7 
(5.6) 
44.6 
(8.3) 
ii2 
0.5 
0.8 
0.3 
0.7 
0.3 
0.6 
0.8 
0.4 
0.2 
0.3 
0.8 
0.5 
0.6 
0.4 
0. I 
-__ _____________________--_______--____________-_______~______~~_____~_____~~_~__~~~_~__~- 
For the period 1964-1976 there are in model B four 
exceptions to our general idea of unity elasticity 
of substitution among commodities. Hong Kong shows 
a” extremely,high value and Korea, Iran and Indo- 
nesia show negative values. This of course affects 
the estimation of the elasticities ojk as well. 
The latter two countries are oil suppliers. For 
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